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MOTOROLA’S MC55:
ON HAND TO HELP ABERDEEN CITY COUNCIL
TRANSFORM THE PERFORMANCE OF ITS
BUILDING SERVICES TEAM AND SAVE £1.5 MILLION

ABERDEEN CITY COUNCIL
Aberdeen is Scotland’s third-largest city. Serving the city and providing a vital
infrastructure for the population of 200,000 is Aberdeen City Council. The Council has
responsibility for roads, education, economic development, culture and sport, social
services, and over 23,000 homes and properties. Responsibility for these 23,000 homes
falls with Aberdeen City Council’s Housing and Environment Service.
Aberdeen City Council’s building services team has developed a long-term and ambitious
approach to improving the way the Council manages the repairs, maintenance, and
upgrading of its housing stock.
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“We’ve deployed a mobile computing system to support our building services
team in maintaining tenants’ houses and Aberdeen’s public buildings. Based on
Consilium’s TotalMobile application and handheld computers from Motorola, it’s
helping our team become far more efficient, effective, and productive. Recently
one of our guys completed 187 jobs in three weeks when in the past we’d average
around five a day per person. Cost savings are in excess of £1.5 million thanks to
more effective workflows resulting in increased productivity, and reduced travel
and mileage. So efficient has our team become that, at a time of fiscal austerity,
we’re in a competitive position to pitch for other business within the public
sector.”
Allen Small
Systems Manager, Aberdeen City Council

THE CHALLENGE

THE BUSINESS VALUE

The drive for efficiency, enhanced performance
and productivity

Enhanced efficiency, productivity, and
performance

Aberdeen City Council’s building services team set out to
deploy a mobile computing system to drive efficiencies
across its operations, improve service to customers,
increase productivity and reduce costs.

The technology automates key tasks to generate
efficiencies across the business. For instance the need
for site inspections to approve work has all but been
removed. Also, operatives’ travel times and mileage
are reduced greatly – they do not need to pop into the
office to pick up their schedule, work is handed to team
members closest to the job and all parts/spares are
delivered direct to site. Also, team members have key
information available on their handheld computer to
help them complete work. Cost savings are estimated
TO BE a   ANNUALLY &URTHERMORE OPERATIVES ARE
COMPLETING  JOBS PER WEEK n COMPARED TO  IN
 n AND  PER CENT OF REPAIRS ARE COMPLETED INSIDE
+EY 0ERFORMANCE )NDICATORS +0)S 

THE SOLUTION
Deployment of an advanced mobile
computing system
4HE #OUNCIL DEPLOYED #ONSILIUMS 4OTAL-OBILE MOBILE
computing platform. It supports a wide range of
applications to improve the way customers’ calls are
handled, jobs are approved, scheduled and planned, and
LOGISTICS ARE MANAGED 5SING -OTOROLAS -# RUGGED
handheld computers, craftspeople in the field can review
and accept jobs, access customer details, and can fill in
timesheets and report electronically on standard forms –
data that is immediately available to the business.
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Application(s
s Job acceptance: The call
center can assess customers’
service requirements,
prioritize responses, make
appointments and send job
requests to works planners
for allocation to field
operatives
s Job file: Teams can
record their hours and any
additional materials used
beyond those expected at
the outset to automatically
invoice the appropriate cost
center
s Job assistance +EY JOB
information is presented
ON THE -# DESCRIPTION
SPECIAL NEEDS EG ASBESTOS
WARNING CUSTOMER NAME
job required, and contact
DETAILS
s Team support: Operatives
receive one job at a time,
removing the pressure of
having to rush to cope with
new requests
s A truly remote team:
4HE -# ENABLES
operatives to work remotely;
many start their day from
home to reduce mileage and
travel time
s Supplies management:
Craftworkers, complete
with vehicles stocked with
parts, are on constant call.
If the craftworker requires
specialized or non-stock
items, these are ordered
directly with the main stores
section and are delivered to
site, when needed, to further
reduce non-productive time
s Logistics management:
The system tracks vehicle
and main stores usage for
EFFECTIVE RE ORDER BASED ON
MIN n MAX LEVELS AND COST
monitoring
s More freedom: In-field
craftworkers now have more
scope and authority to make
decisions on site without
referring back for approval –
for instance about whether
to replace a warped door
frame when the initial job
requested a new lock
s SLAs/KPIs: A real-time jobtracking dashboard displays
PERFORMANCE +0) INFORMATION
to managers and highlights
exceptions
s GPS audit '03 TIME AND
geolocation data provided
BY THE -# IS AVAILABLE TO
support team movements
should there be a query or
clarification required on
whether an operative visited
the site as planned
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The move to mobile technology
Aberdeen City Council’s building services team sought
to integrate a new mobile computing system to drive
efficiencies across the business and improve customer
service.
“We had a repairs management and costing system in
place but wanted to add a mobile component to this and
dynamic job scheduling as these functions can generate
major time savings,” explains Allen Small. “Indeed, with
financial cuts on the horizon, we were looking to drive
efficiencies across the team, increase the productivity of
EACH CRAFTSPERSON LIFT ENGINEERS PLUMBERS ELECTRICIANS
ETC AND CUT COSTS BUT NOT JOBSv
!N %5 /PEN 4ENDER WAS PUBLISHED ATTRACTING 
enquiries. This was reduced to a shortlist of four
companies who were invited to present to the Council
with two selected for final phase evaluation.

Consilium deploys its TotalMobile application
The Council opted to work with mobile computing
SPECIALIST #ONSILIUM TO DEPLOY ITS 4OTAL-OBILE
application. “We went with Consilium for several
reasons,” says Allen Small. “First and foremost, its
4OTAL-OBILE APPLICATION HAD ALL THE COMPONENTS WE
needed to support our operations, was a Consilium
in-house developed system and could be fully integrated
with the other applications we use. We also developed
a good working relationship with the guys and felt they
had the expertise to integrate their technology into our
Novel-based network and Oracle.”
As part of the project development process, Aberdeen
City Council also worked with its mobile service provider,
Vodafone, to identify handheld computers for field users
TO ACCESS 4OTAL-OBILE

Consumer devices replaced by Motorola’s rugged
handheld computers
The Council rolled out a trial of consumer smart phones
to its field team. But these quickly proved impractical as
Allen Small explains: “The consumer devices were not
designed to be used by a busy maintenance team and
were susceptible to failures. With this in mind we looked
at more robust devices.”
The team tested a range of units before selecting
-OTOROLAS -# RUGGED HANDHELD COMPUTER h)TS A
good compromise,” says Allen Small. “It’s compact yet
has a sizable screen and is very rugged. We also had
SOME -OTOROLA -# COMPUTERS AND ONCE WHEN WE HAD

A PROBLEM WITH THE DEVICES -OTOROLA RESPONDED VERY
quickly to resolve the problem so we felt very confident
in deploying its kit. The computers have a long life
cycle and will be in service for a number of years giving
us a predictable operating cost which is helpful when
business planning.”
4HE -#S PROVIDE THE LINK BETWEEN THE lELD TEAM AND
the back office and are a core part of the overall project
that is supporting a range of applications.

Improving customer service
The project involved a review of all workflow processes
and the deployment of several new IT systems. The
mobile applications are built around Consilium’s
4OTAL-OBILE MOBILE COMPUTING PLATFORM INCLUDING
TotalRepair and TotalView components.
The technology empowers call center teams to improve
customer service. When a call comes in, agents use
scripts to diagnose the scope of work and the tradesman
and equipment required. In most instances they can
immediately approve the job. The system, which has
a complete view of the field team’s schedule and
workload, then dynamically reserves an appointment
for the customer with the most appropriate operative.
Commenting on the effectiveness of the scheduling
system, Allen Small says: “The customer just makes one
call and we can arrange an appointment there and then.
And by approving work over the phone we remove the
need for the site to be pre-assessed which saves a huge
amount of time and cost.”
The system also helps reduce administration. Customer
job files are automatically updated as the project
progresses. Also, invoices are automatically generated
to bill the relevant department. Additional efficiencies
are delivered by the mobile component of the system
that also helps teams complete more jobs.

Key Benefits
s Cost savings: Efficiency
SAVINGS EQUATE TO a  
per year
s Customer satisfaction:
Across all metrics, e.g.
quality of work, timeliness,
etc., tenant satisfaction
scores are above
 PERCENT WITH  PERCENT
of appointments kept, and
 PERCENT OF JOBS COMPLETED
ON lRST VISIT COMPARED TO 
PERCENT IN 
s Improved productivity 0ER
operative, productivity is up
by
 PERCENT WITH  JOBS
PER WEEK COMPARED TO 
IN  4HIS IS CONTINUING
to improve due to ongoing
change and process reviews
s Improved team morale:
Operatives can focus on one
job at a time, can be based
from home and always have
the right tools and equipment
available to them on site to
do the job – all factors which
improve morale
s Improved efficiencies:
Improved scheduling leads
to more appointments being
arranged, ensures that the
right operative is sent to the
job, and reduces travel time
JOBS ARE ALLOCATED TO THE
nearest operative with the
REQUISITE SKILLS
s A growing service:
Improvements to the way the
team performs have enabled
the service to grow and
tender for additional public
sector business

Reducing travel time and mileage
Craftspeople receive their job schedule remotely so
teams can start their day from home and do not need
TO DRIVE INTO WORK -OREOVER THE CRAFTWORKER CAN
prearrange for non-standard parts and specialized
equipment to be delivered to the site by vans that are
on call across the city – saving the craftsperson time in
sourcing equipment. With every job, craftspeople have
the full name and contact details of the customer sent to
their device. They are only allocated one job at a time to
reduce the pressure to rush work and are sent jobs close
by to further cut their travel time.
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During project planning a review of workflow processes
was conducted that reduced the schedule of rates from
  TO  7ITH TASKS MUCH LESS PRESCRIPTIVE THAN
before, craftspeople can carry out additional work if they
feel it’s required – such as mending a warped doorframe
when they were initially called out to repair the lock.
So more jobs are resolved first time. And on the rare
occasions when craftspeople do not have the correct
materials to hand, they can make the site good, order the
correct stock from their handheld computer, and request
a new appointment slot for the customer. Any parts used
by teams are automatically logged in the logistics system
generating an order to replenish maintenance stores.

Concluding with his views on the mobile computing
system, Allen Small says: “We estimate cost savings
TO BE ABOVE a MILLION PER YEAR FROM REDUCED TRAVEL
costs and more efficient processes. We are far more
PRODUCTIVE TOO /NE OF OUR GUYS RECENTLY COMPLETED 
jobs in a three-week period when each operative used to
complete, on average, three to five jobs a day. In a recent
cold snap we seamlessly adjusted to a huge increase
in calls that we could not have coped with without
the electronic systems. We are delighted with the
technology – we have become so efficient that we are in
a position to tender for work beyond the Council – this is
a major benefit at a time of public sector spending cuts.”

The progress of jobs and the work schedule is monitored
on a dashboard so that any potential “exceptions” and
+0) ISSUES n FOR EXAMPLE MISSED APPOINTMENTS n CAN BE
immediately addressed: a feature that further helps the
building services team achieve impressive results.

Transformation in performance
Since the introduction of the mobile computing
technology, customer satisfaction with the conduct of
tradesman and quality of work is running well in excess
OF  PERCENT !LSO  PERCENT OF APPOINTMENTS ARE KEPT
AND  PERCENT OF JOBS ARE COMPLETED lRST VISIT 7ITH
the project being so successful, the Council is looking at
extending the mobile computing platform by providing
ITS BUILDING INSPECTORS WITH -OTOROLAS NEW RUGGED 0$!
THE %3

&OR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW -OTOROLAS -# MOBILE HANDHELD
computer can improve your field sales and field services operations,
please visit us on the web at www.motorola.com/MC55
or access our global contact directory at
www.motorola.com/enterprisemobility/contactus
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